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SECTION 10 51 13 

LOCKERS 

PART 1    GENERAL 

1.01    QUALITY ASSURANCE: 

A. Provide each type of metal lockers as a complete unit produced by a single 
manufacturer, including necessary mounting accessories, fittings, fastenings, and filler 
panels for a finished look. 

B. Do not deliver metal lockers until building is enclosed and ready for locker installation. 
Protect from damage during delivery, handling, storage, and installation. 

1.02    Submittals 

A. Product Data: Manufacturer's data sheets on each product to be used, including: 
1. Preparation instructions and recommendations. 
2. Storage and handling requirements and recommendations. 
3. Installation methods. 

B. Shop Drawings: Dimensioned drawings including plans, elevations, and sections to show 
locker numbering, locations, door swings, and interfaces with adjacent substrates. 

C. Samples: For each finish product specified, two complete sets of color chips representing 
manufacturer's available colors and patterns to match the color specified. 

D. Verification Samples: For each finish product specified, two samples, minimum size 3 
inches (150 mm) square, representing actual color and patterns. 

E. Lock Combination Listings and Master Keys: Delivered directly to the owner's 
representative. 

PART 2    PRODUCTS 

2.01    MANUFACTURER 

A. Manufacturers offering products are to comply with the following requirements for metal 
wardrobe lockers including the following: 

1. Penco 
2. Republic 
3. Lyon 
4. Others as approved by owner. 

2.02    HEAVY DUTY CORRIDOR LOCKER 

1. No. of Locker Openings: 850 
2. Style: Single tier, closed front with louvered vents on front face with integral locks. 
3. Size: 15” w x 12” d x 72” h 
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2.03    COMPONENTS 

A. Body 

1. Sides shall be constructed with 16-gauge expanded metal with 20-gauge steel 
hemming welded to all four edges, resulting in a completely smooth frame around the 
expanded metal.  

2. The 16-gauge flattop, intermediate tops and bottom shall be offset to extend into 
frame cross members.  

3. All shelves and intermediate bottoms shall be flanged on all four sides for strength 
with the front flange returned 45-degrees for safety.  

4. Backs shall be 18-gauge, cold-rolled steel. 
5. Sloped tops. 
6. Doors to be 14 gauge with louvered vents. 
7. All exposed sides shall be 16 gauge. 

B. Hat Shelves  

1. Single tier lockers shall have one 16-gauge hat shelf approximately 12” below top. 
Flanged on sides and back–channel information on front flange-attached at no less 
than two points through each side flange. 

C. Base 

1. Hall Lockers:  Existing concrete base& metal Z-base. 

D. Coat Hooks 

1. Single tier lockers shall have one double-prong ceiling hook attached to hat shelf and 
three single hook prong wall hooks. All hooks to be zinc-plated or subject to other 
rust proofing treatments. Each hook should be attached with two bolts. 

E. Number Plates 

1. All lockers shall have aluminum number plates with embossed or etched figures at 
least ⅜” high attached near top of locker door. 

F. Accessories 

1. Hooks: All lockers should contain at least one hook per locker. 
2. Locks: Locks should be recessed and built-in with 3 number dialing 

combination lock capable of at least four different combination changes with 
master key. 

3. Pre-locking Device: All "tiered" lockers shall be equipped with a positive automatic 
pre-locking device, whereby the locker may be locked while door is open and then 
closed without unlocking and without damaging locking mechanism. 

4. Latching: Latching shall be a one-piece, pre-lubricated spring steel latch, completely 
contained within the lock bar under tension to provide rattle-free operation. The lock 
bar shall be of pre-coated, double-channel steel construction. The lock bar shall be 
securely contained in the door channel by self-lubricating polyethylene guides that 
isolate the lock bar from metal-to-metal contact with the door. There shall be three 
latching points for lockers over 42" in height and two latching points for all tiered 
lockers 42" and under in height. The lock bar travel is limited by contacting resilient 
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high-quality elastomeric cushioning devices concealed inside the lock bar. Frame 
hooks to accept latching shall be of heavy gauge steel, set close in and welded to the 
door frame. Continuous vertical door strike shall protect frame hooks from door slam 
damage. A soft rubber silencer shall be securely installed on each frame hook to 
absorb the impact caused by closing of the door. 

5. Hinges: Hinges shall be 2" high, 5-knuckle, full loop, tight pin style, securely welded 
to frame and double riveted to the inside of the door flange. Locker doors 42" high 
and less shall have two hinges. Doors over 42" high shall have three hinges. 

G. Keys 

1. Owner shall be provided the following: 
a. One master key 
b. One combination change key 
c. One combination control chart 

H. Doors 

1. Reinforce all doors over 15” wide and 30” high with 20-gauge full height reinforcing 
pan welded to inside of door at 6” center. 

2. Provide hole for attaching number plates. 
3. Provide louvered vents for ventilation. 
4. Provide full height hinge if available. 

PART 3    EXECUTION 

3.01    FINISH  

A. Steel parts shall be thoroughly cleaned, given a bonding and rust-inhibitive phosphate 
treatments, and electro statically sprayed with a heavy coat of high-quality enamel and 
baked at 300 degrees for 30 minutes to withstand a rigid hammer test without chipping or 
flaking. 

B. Color as noted on the drawings or selected during submittal phase. Provide sample chain 
set for color selection. 

3.02    WARRANTY/PERFORMANCE 

A. Manufacturer will warrant against effects in materials and workmanship for the life of the 
product when used in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications and/or operating 
instructions.  

(Warranty applies only to the original purchase/owner, and sole remedy under the 
warranty is limited to replacement or repair of the product and specifically excludes 
consequential, incidental or any other damages directly resulting from failure or loss 
or by manufacturer’s product.)  

B. The warranty must be a standard practice of the manufacturer and printed in current 
sales/product literature. 

END OF SECTION 
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